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Abstract. In this chapter, we propose that academic papers on ephemeral
development events such as game jams and hackathons should pay more
attention in providing identifiable details of the events, or have a
dedicated reference section (“jamography”) detailing the referenced
events in an identifiable manner in order to improve transparency and
sustainability of the publications. Game jams are organized around in a
global context, and while there are similarities between jams, there are
important differences between how jams are implemented, what the
format is, and what is the culture and context around the jam.
Furthermore, game jam names are not always unique. This means that
when identifying game jams in an academic study, it can be impossible to
tell two events apart. Since game jams are an emerging and still poorly
documented area in research, it is hard to know what kind of game jams is
discussed. Furthermore, since game jams are ephemeral, disappearing at
the moment of their completion, documentation is key -- website
references do not always suffice. In this chapter we propose and argue for
the key information and format.

Introduction

For the past two decades, short-time design events such as game jams
and hackathons have become a popular format in engaging people in
game making all over the world. Game jams such as Global Game Jam and
Ludum Dare attract tens of thousands of participants annually to create
games in a shared time-space. Likewise, similar data-based design
jamming events, sometimes known as hackathons, have been increasingly
prominent on the last decade. And in service design, the same
phenomenon likewise exists, in the form of the design pressure cooker [1]
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or “design jam”. Game jams are the most thoroughly academically
researched of these, with a steady rise in output since 2010 [2]. As a
result, in this chapter we discuss these phenomena through the example
of documenting and referencing game jams, but the same principles apply
also to hackathons and design pressure cookers. We therefore use the
word “jam” for the sake of convenience to refer to all of these event
types together.

It can be challenging to provide enough information of ephemeral events
for future readers, in the quantities and precision that they would need to
critically evaluate those events and their contributions. Game jam
organizers (or game journalists) do not necessarily document game jams -
- or even if they do, they do so for a different audience. Organizers and
active participants should not be the only sources for the event they
themselves organized. Critical readings are needed, even if securing
trustworthy information is challenging. The most common form of
documentation is a website, and their continued upkeep is notoriously
labile. Furthermore, many game jams and hackathons do not have any
official website that would be archived.

This problem is reflected especially in the emerging academic literature
on game jams. Many game jam studies are not documented in enough
details about the context that another researcher in some other country
or community is able to critically evaluate the results of the study. The
method of a game jam is touted to be relatively uniform, even though
there are many differences in organizing even within a country or the
same overall umbrella [see 3; 4]. Part of the motivation for writing this
chapter is to explicate the very clear differences between different game
jams and jamming cultures. While game jams tend to be grouped
together in academic analyses, there is remarkable variance between
different events. This heterogeneity or game jams is a strength of the
form, but an analysis of a month-long serious games jam that was
organized as part of expensive formal education may not bear much
relevance to a free two-hour long online game jam on autobiographical
recreational games. Obviously not all articles of game jams are
comparative, which means that the needs of the jamography vary.
However, without any kind of jamography comparative meta-analysis of
game jam research is difficult.
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In this chapter we discuss the need for a jamography in game jam and
hackathon research and contextualize it to the emergence of
ludographies [5] in game studies. We review what a jamography could
include and provide a list of seven key pieces of information (name, place,
time, duration, website, organizer, and frequency). We also discuss a
number of other elements that may be relevant for comparative
approaches to such events -- and to the general documentation of a jam
scene. Such details should eventually be explicated within the articles
themselves.

Context and Background

Academic texts obviously contain bibliographies that enable the reader to
find the citation and follow the argumentation and research that an
article is building. Reference lists may also include lectures, videos,
tweets, and other sources. Sometimes the reference lists are divided
based on what it is that is being referenced. Filmographies are one
example. An example closer to game jams is provided by ludographies [5].
As contemporary study of digital games was emerging around the turn of
the Millennium, ludographies started to emerge. Game scholar Frans
Mäyrä has written about the importance of referencing games:

The existing guidelines for academic writing and referencing rarely take
into account all the needs of games-focused research. In addition to a list
of bibliographic references, many researchers are including a ludography,
or detailed list of games into their reference section. An entry in such list
needs to include at least the name of the game, year of publication and
usually the studio responsible for its design. However, research projects
discuss game production related issues with a varying level of detail, and
in some case seven minor differences between the various released
versions of a game are significant. Thus, a more thorough ludography
might include also publisher, names of such key individuals as the main
designer, programmer, writer or artist, as well as version information
including the platform such as PlayStation2 or Xbox. In the end, in this as
generally in formal details, it is most important to be consistent, whatever
the adopted reference practice is. [5]

Mäyrä points out that it is important that the reader is able to correctly
identify not only the game that is being discussed, but the version of the
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game. What exact information should a ludography include (Designers?
Publisher? Distributor?) is not solved here by Mäyrä -- nor by practice
since his publication. Over a decade later, ludographies are still not
always required for publications about games, but they are becoming
more common. Likewise, so are jams of many types, deployed for
purposes such as service development, education, or cultural knowledge
[e.g., 6; 7; 8; 9]. Thus, the necessity of systematic documentation
practices.

What Kind of Information Should be Included?

The goal of a jamography is to ensure that the reader of an article is able
to identify specifically which event is being discussed, and that they can
have key information about the jam to better contextualize the discussion
about it. Furthermore, not all game jam organizers document the key
information about their jams, at least not in a publicly accessible manner.
Thus, jamography serves both as a reference and as concise
documentation.

Of course, brevity is the soul of wit -- and the word counts in academic
publications are tight. A jamography should be as short as possible. Only
information that is relevant should be included. Next, we will discuss the
key elements that could, or even should, be included in a jamography. We
are not proposing a rigid format akin to the bibliography sections in the
various academic style guides [10; 11], but offer a list of elements that
could be included. It is too early to create a strict system.

Name

The most important identifying information about a game jam is its name.
The name used should be the actual name of the jam that was used, in
the original language. If the name of the game jam was originally in a
language other than the language the article is in (for example, Sala(ja)mit
was a jam conducted in Finnish), then including a translation of the name
may be useful. Sometimes a translation adds no information -- and
sometimes the names of jams are hard or impossible to accurately
translate (for example, if the name of the jam is a pun). When reporting
the name of the jam, report it accurate, even if the name breaks the
conventions of grammar (e.g., features weird capitalization).
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Place

The most interesting and useful piece of identifying information is the
place where the game jam was held. Here we recommend that one list
the country and city where the game jam took place. In some cases, one
may also want to include other identifying information. Including the
state might be relevant if there are numerous cities with the same name
in a country, or specifying the district or even the building, if there are
numerous jams taking place in a city (this is relevant, for example, for
identifying Global Game Jam sites). It is important to also note if the jam
was only run as an online event.

Time

Thirdly, the time when the jam took place should be noted. Specific date
or dates are preferable, but at the very least the year of the event should
be listed, in a manner similar to conference dates.

Duration

Jams vary in how long they are and in how that time is structured. The 48-
hour long jam is often considered the standard, but there are all kinds of
jams from one-hour jams to month long jam where jamming takes place
during office hours.

Frequency

Some jams have been institutionalized, and they are organized regularly,
while others are singular events never to be repeated. This can be noted
in the jamography. If an event is annual, always organized in January,
including that information is useful. When the event was organized for
the first time may also be a notable aspect.

Website

If the game jam has some kind of online presence, then providing a link
can be useful. This can be the game jam website, Facebook event page,
Itch.io page, or whatever is useful.

Organizer

Finally, the jamography should mention the organizer of the event, be it a
private person, a community, or an organization. It is common that game
jams are organized by a group of people and organizations, and finding
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the right balance in who to list when space is an issue is an important
consideration as such a reference may be the only place where such a
listing will endure. The organizer information can be important in
discussing about the jams critically [cf. 4].

We consider the above seven elements as the most relevant core
information that, at the very least, should be included. However, if the
jams being discussed in an article are variable, then we recommend also
considering including a further description. In addition to our seven key
points, a description might list if an event is global, regional, or local, if it
is organized at a specific site or online, if there is a key theme or an
external goal, and if the results were publicly shared. Finding out all
relevant information from all of the jams being discussed can be
cumbersome, but depending on the scope of the article, necessary.

Example Jamographies

ASM Game Jam. Annually since 2013, in August. Finland: Helsinki.
Duration: four days. Type: single site jam, no online option. Website:
http://www.finnishgamejam.com/. Organizer: Finnish Game Jam.

0hJam. Annually since 2011, in October. Online: English. Duration: 1h.
Type: online jam. Website: http://0hgame.eu/. Organizer: Mikolaj
Kaminski (Sos Sosowski).

Sami Game Jam. Feb 21.-25. 2018 Finland: Utsjoki. Duration: 5d. Type:
single site jam, no online option. Website: https://samigamejam.com/.
Organizer: Outi Laiti, Annakaisa Kultima, Finnish Game Jam, Utsjoki
Municipal.

What Kind of Needs do Jamographies Address?

In order to understand an emerging phenomenon, we need to first
describe it, systematize that data, and then attempt to make sense of it
also theoretically. In order to understand how game jams function or
what kind of effects they may have, we need to be able to document and
compare data. This is not possible, if we cannot tell different kinds of
game jams apart or if we do not know how they are different. A
jamography is one way to attempt to overcome this problem by
addressing the following challenges:
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Identifying

As jams are often named in rather general manner (for example Junior
Game Jam, Edu Game Jam, Climate Game Jam, Retro Game Jam, even just
Game Jam), it becomes more and more important to tell one game jam
apart from one another.

Documentation

Just like the cultures of game development [12], jams are also moving
targets. We should not assume that the studies of game jam, design
pressure cookers or hackathons are understandable within the next ten
years, as many changes can happen within the field and much more
variety can be introduced to the cultures.

Attribution

The work of intermediaries within the relevant ecosystem is often
invisible and not attributed. It is important that academia will take a role
in making the organizers of the events visible acknowledging their work
and examine their activities also with a critical eye.

Transparency

Jam papers are referenced in other studies and make up building blocks
of arguments. It is important that this becomes more transparent so that
critical evaluation of the studies and their basis for comparisons can be
more reliably examined.
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Figure 1: Images are an important part of documentation. For example,
Edu Game Jam was held in a truck parked outside a conference for
educational professionals.

Critical Discussion

Not all game jams are the similar. Neither are design events or
hackathons. If one event causes critique, the better documentation of the
differences in the events and their contexts we have, the more intelligent
the critical discussion may be. For instance, if competitive jams are found
to support problematic development cultures, we can see if the same
happens within non-competitive events. Likewise, surrounding national
cultures and the contexts of the jams can affect the dynamics they
contribute into. Even though the phenomenon has global reach, it does
not mean that the phenomenon has global power over local cultures.

When is a Jamography Needed?

Some jams are widely known, such as Global Game Jam and Ludum Dare.
If an article is mentioning only these jams on a superficial level, no need
to provide more information may exist. But, for instance, in a multi-site
event such as the Global Game Jam, the claims can easily still draw from a
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limited number of experiences from the local sites of the authors and the
researchers. Depending on the study, it becomes important to describe
the local events themselves.

On such outlets as International Conference on Game Jams, Hackathons
and Game Creation Events (ICGJ), dedicated to jam studies, more room
for jamography should be given. Even if in other outlets such approach
will not be preferred due to word counts, it should be kept up similarly,
like ludographies within the DiGRA, ISAGA and game design studies
communities.

Documenting Jams in General

Many papers that discuss jams mention jams only briefly by the name of
the event. Even though a proper jamography would give sufficient details
of the event and improve the transparency of the research, this might not
be always enough either. It is possible that a particular academic article is
the only document of the event, especially if the scholars have been
observing the event on site. There are couple of things that should be
given a bit more space in the articles. If possible, the lengthy details may
be also provided in an appendix.

For instance, it can be important to mention how the event has been
facilitated - if it was run in a single space, whether it had competition,
judges or mentors. Participants make most of the spirit of the jam [8], so
it might be important to know the background of the participants and for
instance if they were experienced jammers [cf. 13] or for instance
professional game developers.

What is also notable is that the organizers of game jams could encourage
jammers themselves to document more of their processes, for instance
note on the jam game submission page how many hours in total were
used in making the particular jam game (many jammers do not use the
entire jam duration for their game development – for instance in online
game jams). Also, what in comparison to a local past or current design
scene is lacking in jam production documentation is the array of tools that
were used for the production. The more the participants self-document
their processes, the better understanding also any future researcher have
on the historical events.
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Concise Description

Adding a very short description of the event can be included, such as
“Multisite game jam aiming to bridge intergenerational collaboration” or
“Online game jam targeting non-human players.” In this, also the wording
or taglines used by the organizers could be used.

Participants

One key element in jams are the participants. Is the jam open for anyone,
or is it by-invite only? Did the organizers target a specific demographic in
their recruitment? Did people sign up individually or in teams? Was this a
jam for expert jammers, or was it an involuntary part of formal
education? How many people participated, in total?

Participation Fee

How much did it cost to participate in the game jam? Was it free of
charge, was it part of a some larger package (for instance part of another
even), or was there a specific price tag?

Figure 2: ASM Game Jam ’19 took place at a demoparty. Again, one image
can communicate much relevant documentary information.

Incentives

Was there some kind of a prize given out at the end of the jam, or were
some other incentives used to motivate participants? If there is an award,
how was its recipient decided? Incentives have a strong influence on not
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only the motivations of the participants, but also the culture of jamming.
Is the jam a competition or a collaboration?

Layout

Jams have varying floor plans, which will have an effect to the
constellation of the event. Was the event run in a single hall or, for
instance, were the teams gathered in separate meeting rooms with their
teams? Was the interior stimulating the game-making. or were the
facilities providing e.g., a professional audio studio or mock-apping
spaces?

Facilitation

Game jams can be run in so many different ways. Sometimes organizers
just take care of booking a space (physical jam) or setting a website
(online jam). Sometimes the entire event is fully facilitated from
brainstorming to the end presentations. The events can differ drastically
from a game jam where for instance a teacher of a game development
course sets the students in groups and provides facilitation and structure
to the process.

Design Constraint(s)

Jams can have varying level of external design constraints. In Global Game
Jam, the theme is given in the beginning of the jam, typically as a single
word and accompanied with additional list of constraints (“diversifiers”).
In Ludum Dare, the community votes on the theme. Sometimes game
jams might have hackathon type of challenges or provided technology
platforms or materials that are compulsory for the participants to use.
Design constraints and how they are dealt can vary a lot [see 2; 14; 15].

Discussion

The reality of most academic reports is that there are limitations on how
much text can be included into the publication. To ease the need to steal
space from the research setting, separate publication for documenting
game jams, concentrating on descriptive work only could also be used.
For instance, ICGJ conference has been using the format of event reports
as part of the conference program. The problem with this is that these are
not used for recording the game jams, but to propose innovative formats
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of game jams “We are particularly interested in concepts to inspire
organizers and educators to innovate new jam formats and improve
existing methodologies.” [16].

An interesting comparison point can be found from another ephemeral
play community, Nordic larp (live-action role-playing). The Nordic larp
community started the documentation of their larps a decade ago. Jaakko
Stenros and Markus Montola have reflected on this para-academic
practice:

Nordic larp has not undergone the processes of productization and
standardization that are typical for mass-marketed products of the
culture industry. [...] The reasons for this include the low level of
commercialization, the disinterest towards attracting mainstream
audiences, and the lack of need for mass distribution. As a result, there is
no standard format of Nordic larp: The games included in the Nordic Larp
lasted from hours to over a month, had from six to a thousand
participants, and were created with budgets ranging from negligible to
hundreds of thousands of euros. This lack of standardization runs through
all the processes of play; production, design, game mastering and playing.

To capture this plurality, we collected the key data into an infobox,
enabling comparisons between the different larps. The fields in the box
are: name, credits, date, location, length, players (number of
participants), budget, participation fee, game mechanics and other
material.

Providing such data builds an illusion of objectivity, even though the
“hard” data is constructed through a surprising number of normative
decisions. Even after the initial decisions were made, some points of data
were difficult to fit into these categories. [17]

The comparison is not a full fit, since game jams are not only community
driven, since professionalization of game jams is further along than in
Nordic larps (in 2011). However, the plurality and lack of standardization
are similar. Comparisons between game jams, such as comparisons of
Nordic larps, requires significant contextual and structural cues.
Moreover, Stenros & Montola’s caveat against illusory objectivity is
relevant in game jams as well. The name, place, and timing of a game jam
are relatively unproblematic, but many other pieces of data are subject to
interpretation. For example, both a jam where people do not sleep, but
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push through for two days with coffee and energy drinks, and a jam
where people break for two eight-hour nights would both be listed as 48
hour long jams. The website of a game jam can run through significant
changes after the event has concluded, especially if the event is a regular
one. The choice whom to list as an organizer, as pointed out above, is also
always a choice -- and possibly a very loaded one at that.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed a framework for referencing jams in
academic papers as well as discussed the importance and challenges in
documenting game jams in general. It takes seven key factors as seminal:
Name, Place, Time, Duration, Website, Organizer, and Frequency. We
have also identified Concise description, Participants, Participation fee,
Incentives, Layout, Facilitation, Design Constraint(s) as additionally
important factors to explicate on the discussed jams. We argue that these
are important to highlight within jam studies due to being able to identify
one jam from another, provide a place for documentation for the future
researchers, push attribution of intermediaries as an important part of
the industry ecosystem, provide transparency and basis for critical
examination. These points are furthermore crucial for information
sciences in these times, as the development of new concepts, prototypes,
ideas and even ideals is increasingly moving towards being produced in
ephemeral events such as jams. To keep citing the correct sources for
new steps in our field, we need to be able to cite those sources in a
proper manner.
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